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AS HE ENTERS HIS 20TH YEAR as a

plastic surgeon, Dr. Mobley describes the
advances in his specialty as more exciting
than ever. “We’re seeing a renaissance in
procedures such as breast augmentation,”
he says. “Although it could be considered a
rather routine procedure, we now can offer
advanced 3D Vectra imaging that lets us
show a patient exactly what the results will
look like on her own torso, using the exact
implant she chooses.”
In addition, he notes that the FDA has
just approved the new Allergan 410 shaped
cohesive gel implants, which he’s adopted
in his practice for their improved results.
“The wide range of these new, shaped
gel implants lets us create a more natural
teardrop appearance. And it’s able to be
maintained longer.”
Dr. Mobley is experienced in the full
range of procedures with a goal of naturallooking results, including traditional facelifts,
mini-facelifts, rapidly healing fractional laser,
fat grafting, liposuction, tummy tucks and
noninvasive procedures.
For facial rejuvenation, he notes that
fat-grafting techniques have reached a new

state of the art. “Through better harvesting
and preparation techniques, nearly 70
percent of the graft can be maintained
permanently,” he says. “That’s a big plus
because replacing
facial volume
lets us offer less
Dr. Mobley is
experienced in aggressive lifting
and achieve a
the full range
more natural
of procedures appearance.”
with a goal
For safety
and the best
of naturallooking results results, Dr. Mobley
urges patients to
carefully select
a specialist who is board certified by the
American Board of Plastic Surgery. “Verify
credentials because, unfortunately, many
doctors who offer plastic surgery techniques
do not have board certification in the
specialty,” he notes.
Sarasota Plastic Surgery Center includes
a state-licensed and federally certified
ambulatory surgery center dedicated to
plastic surgery plus a complete medical spa
with a licensed aesthetician.
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